depend on I and II. Example 5.9 shows IV is independent of I-III-that is, a weak ■S-domain need not be an S-domain. We begin in §2 by considering a prime ideal 7 of a commutative ring with identity such that the set of 7-primary ideals is chained under £.
Introduction. Let D be an integral domain with identity. In [2] , Gilmer and Ohm considered the problem of characterizing domains D such that the set â(D) of primary ideals of D is a subset of the set 'f(D) of valuation ideals of D. If the ascending chain condition (a.c.c.) for prime ideals holds in D, then â(D)ç:ir(D) if and only if D is a Prüfer domain ; a domain in which primary ideals are valuation ideals need not be Prüfer if the assumption concerning the a.c.c. for prime ideals is dropped (see Theorem 3.8 and §5 of [2] ). In case a.c.c. for prime ideals does not hold in D, Gilmer and Ohm left open the question as to when primary ideals of D are valuation ideals.
In [1] , Gilmer showed that the question as to whether á(/))£'^/"(7)) or not is closely related to the structure of the set of prime ideals of D. Before mentioning these results and their relation to this paper, we introduce some terminology. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let P be a prime ideal of R, and let {Qa} be the set of P-primary ideals of R. We consider the following conditions: I-{Qa} is linearly ordered under £.
II. M=f]a Qa is a prime ideal.
III. There are no prime ideals of R properly between M and P. IV. If Px is any prime ideal of R properly contained in P, then Px £ M.
Following [1] , we say P is an S-ideal if I, II, and IV hold. It is clear that IV implies III. If I-III hold, we say P is a weak S-ideal. R is an S-ring if each prime ideal of R is an S-ideal; weak S-ring is defined analogously. Corollary 2.4 of [1] shows that if D is an S-domain, then i(D)gf(i)).
The proof of Corollary 2.4 does, in fact, show that in a weak S-domain primary ideals are valuation ideals. The status of the converse of Corollary 2.4 was considered in [1] , but was not determined.
In §3 we prove that for P prime in D, each P-primary ideal is a valuation ideal if and only if conditions I and II hold. We thereby obtain what we feel is a satisfactory characterization of domains in which primary ideals are valuation ideals. To resolve the questions of whether the condition ä(D)^ir (D) implies D is an Sdomain or a weak S-domain we need only determine in the global case whether condition IV or condition III depends upon I and II. These questions are answered in §5. Example 5.8 shows III does not depend on I and II and hence IV does not Hence 7 = V ö £ \Aß=^-We shall find it convenient in the results immediately following to consider the case when P is maximal in R. We are able to relate these results to similar questions in the general case by observing that in the quotient ring RP, Pe is maximal and {QVs, the set of 7e-primary ideals of RP, is linearly ordered under £ ; here "e" denotes extension with respect to RP [6, p. 218 ]. Then we use known results concerning the relationship between the ideal theory of R and that of RP [6, pp. 223-233].
2.2. Proposition. If P is maximal in R, then for any P-primary ideal Q, either PQ=Q or PQ<^ Q and each P-primary ideal properly contained in Q is contained in PQ.
Proof. We suppose PQC Q. Then Q/PQ is an Tv-module and P is contained in the annihilator of this module over T?. Hence the structure of Q/PQ as an Tv-module is the same as its structure as an Tv/7-module-that is, as a vector space over R/P. The submodules of Q/PQ correspond to the ideals A of R such that 7g-^-ß-Any such ideal A has radical P and must therefore be 7-primary since P is maximal in Tv [6, p. 153 Before proceeding further we introduce some notation. If x e R -M we denote by Bx the intersection of all P-primary ideals which contain x (if x $ P, then BX = R). If x e P-M, Lemma 2.1 shows that Bx is an ideal of R having radical P. Hence if P is maximal and if x e P-M, then Bx is the smallest P-primary ideal of 7? containing x. For P maximal we have for any x e R -M, Bx=(~)a (Qa+(x)).
Lemma. IfPis maximal in Rand if'
x, ye R-M, then BxBy^f]a(Qa+(xy)).
If xy $ M, then BxBy = Bxy.
Proof. If s £ Bx and t e By, then for any a we have s e Qa + (x) and t e Qa + (y) so that st £ (ß" + (*))(ß« + O0)£ QaHxy). Hence st e f|« (Qa+(xy)) and 2.6. Proposition. 7/P is maximal in R and if the powers of P properly descend, then {Pn}n = i is the set of P-primary ideals and M=(~)n = i Pn is a prime ideal.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 each P-primary ideal properly contained in Pn, for any positive integer «, is contained in Pn + 1. We use this fact to show A = P)™=i Pn is a prime ideal. If x, y e R -A we may choose integers k, t such that x sPk-Pk + x and yePl-Pt + x, where P° = R. Then Pk=Pk+x + (x) and Pt=Pt+x + (y) since there are no ideals of R properly between Pn and pn + 1 for any nonnegative «. Hence Pk+t = (Pk + x + (x))(Pt+x + (y))çPk+t+x + (xy). Since fk+t3P'[+,+1, it follows that xy $ pk + t + 1 so that xy $ A and A is prime. Now if Q is 7-primary, Q^A so Q^Pk for some k. Therefore Q^Pk and if / is such that 0=7' but Q^P1'1, we must have Q = PK This completes the proof. As with Corollary 2.5, Corollary 2.7 follows immediately from Proposition 2.6 by passage to the quotient ring RP. We therefore omit the proof.
Corollary.
If the symbolic powers of P properly descend, then {Pin)}ñ=i is the set of P-primary ideals and A/=P|™=1 7(n) is prime.
A characterization of domains for which l(D)<^i/~(D).
Let 7 be a prime ideal of D, a domain with identity; let {Qa} be the set of 7-primary ideals. Our purpose in this section is to establish the validity of the following statement (*) : (*) : In order that each Qa be a valuation ideal it is necessary and sufficient that {Qa} be linearly ordered under £ and that (~)a Qa be a prime ideal.
We first achieve a reduction to the case when D is quasi-local via Theorem 3.1.
3.1. Theorem. If (*) holds when D is quasi-local, then (*) is true in any domain with identity.
Proof. DP is a quasi-local domain with maximal ideal PDP, and {QaDP} is the set of FTVprimary ideals. Since QaDP n D=Qa, it follows that if QaDP is a valuation ideal, then Qa is a valuation ideal. Corollary 2.6 of [2] shows that the converse is also valid. It is clear that {QaDP} is linearly ordered under £ if and only if {Qa} is linearly ordered under Ç. Finally, the proof of Corollary 2.5 shows that if f~)a Qa is prime then f)a QaDP is also prime, and the converse is obvious. All these observations establish Theorem 3.1.
We are now able to establish in Theorem 3.2 necessity of the conditions given in (*). The proof of Theorem 3.2 uses the following result:
If R is a commutative ring such that the set of principal ideals of R is linearly ordered under £, then the set of ideals of R is linearly ordered under Ç. Proof. Suppose Q is AT-primary. We first show that for x, y eJ, ß + (x)£ß + (j) or Q + (y)=Q + (x). This is clear unless x, y e AT. In this case Q2 + (xy) has radical AT, is therefore AT-primary, and hence is a valuation ideal. Thus x2 e Q2 + (xy) or y2 e Q2 + (xy)say x2 e Q2 + (xy); x2=q+rxy where q e Q2 and re 7. It follows that x(x-ry) =q e Q2. But Q is a u-ideal for some valuation v. Hence Lemma 2.8 of [2] applies to show that either xe Q or x-rye Q. Consequently Q + (x)= Q^Q + (y) or x = (x -ry) + rye Q + (y) and again Q + (x)^Q + (y). It then follows that the set of principal ideals of D/Q are linearly ordered under ç so that the ideals of D/Q are linearly ordered under £. But this implies that the ideals of D which contain Q form a chain-this statement holds for any M-primary ideal Q. In particular, if Qx and Q2 are AT-primary, Qx n Q2 is also AT-primary and therefore ßi£ß2°r ß2£ ßi-We have shown that the set of M-primary ideals is linearly ordered under Ç. That the intersection of all M-primary ideals is a prime ideal is the content of Proposition 2.14 of [2] .
We Proof. The proof is immediate and will be omitted.
Lemma. Let A be an ideal of a domain D and let Px be a prime ideal of D contained in A such that A/Px is a valuation ideal of D/Px. Then A is a valuation
ideal of D.
Proof. Let F be a valuation ring between D and its quotient field such that V has center Px on D. If M is the maximal ideal of V, then V/M=k contains D/Px to within isomorphsm and therefore contains the quotient field k~x of D/Px. By hypothesis there is a valuation ring Vx and an ideal Ax of Vx such that D/Px ^Vx^kx and Ix n (D/Px) = A/Px.
The valuation ring Vx has an extension to a valuation ring V with quotient field k. We show that AXVn VX = AX. 3 always holds. We consider a nonzero element a = 2f=i aji e AXV n Vx, where a( g Ax and f¡e V. The ideal of V generated by {ax,..., an} is principal and is generated by some a¡-say by ax. Then a = axt for some teV. Hence t = a/ax e Vn kx=Vx, implying that ae axVx^Ax. This proves that IxVn VX = IX so that the ideal Jj.Fof Flies over A/Px in D/Px. Ha (Qa/M) = (Ö~). We therefore introduce the following notation for the remainder of this section: 7 denotes a quasi-local domain with maximal ideal P; {Qa} is the set of P-primary ideals. We assume {Qa} is linearly ordered under s and that C\a ß« = (0). As in §1 we define, for xeJ, x^O, Bx = (~)a (Qa+(x)). Our object is to prove Theorem 3.5, from which the validity of (*) will follow.
3.5. Theorem. Each Qa is a valuation ideal.
Our proof will require the following lemma. Proof. The conclusion being symmetric, we need only prove that Ba^Bb implies BcçBd. Since Bc and Bd are P-primary, Bc^Bd or Bd^Bc. We show that if Bd^Bc, then Bd = Bc. Thus let g be a P-primary ideal such that ad$ Q. Since Ra^Bb, ae Q + (b)-say a=qx + rxb where qx e Q and rx ej. By assumption ad$Q so that d$ Q. This implies that Q^Bd, and hence that Q + (d)^Bd. Q + Kd) is Pprimary and contains d, however, so that equality holds: Bd=Q+(d).
Also, Bd<=:Bc,=:Q + (c) so that d=q2 + r2c for some <72 £ Q, r2 eJ. Then bc=ad=(qx+rxb) x(q2 + r2c) = rxr2bc modulo Q. Thus (l-r^ice Q. Because bc $ Q this implies l-rxr2 is a nonunit of 7, implying that rx and r2 are units of 7. In particular
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We define V={a/b \a,bej,b^0, and BaçBb}. We show F is a valuation ring between 7 and its quotient field K such that QaV n J= Qa for each a. First, Lemma 3.6 shows that F is a well-defined subset of K, and it is clear that 7£ V. We show F is a valuation ring. 
Finally, the linear ordering on the set of P-primary ideals implies for a,beJ that Ba^Bb or Bb^Ba. Thus a/b or b/a is in V, and F is a valuation ring.
For any a we have Qa S Qa V n 7. And any nonzero element x of Qa V n 7 is of the form qt for some q e Qa, t e V. We have t = x/q with x, q e J so that Bx^Bq^Qa. Hence xe Qa and QaV n 7= Qa as we wished to show.
We remark that we have actually established the validity of the following Corollary 3.7. The question of the status of this result was raised in [2] .
Corollary.
Suppose P is prime in the domain D and that each P-primary ideal is a valuation ideal. Then there exists a valuation v, nonnegative on D, such that each P-primary ideal is a v-ideal. 4 . Further properties of domains for which 2L(D)'^i/~(D). We have shown in §3 that if {Qa}, the set of P-primary ideals of a domain D, is chained under £ and if Da Qa is a prime ideal of D, then each Qa is a valuation ideal. In fact, there is a single valuation v such that each Qa is a f-ideal. We investigate in this section the uniqueness of such a valuation v, the dependence of the condition "f)a Qa is prime" on the condition "{ß«} is chained under £ ", and some questions raised in [1] and [2] concerning the structure of the set of prime ideals of a domain in which primary ideals are valuation ideals.
Before proving Theorem 4.1 we need some additional terminology. Following [1, p. 252] we say that a prime ideal P of a commutative ring T? is branched provided there exists Q^P such that ß is 7-primary; otherwise we say 7 is unbranched. Finally, if we show that each Qa is the contraction of an ideal of WM, it is clear that each Qa is also the contraction of an ideal of IF. We therefore assume without loss of generality that W has absolute center P on D. We let w be a valuation associated with W. Then Pop-primary ideals of DP are valuation ideals, QßDP^PDP is PZVprimary and is a w-ideal, and if each QaDP is a w-ideal, each Qa is also a w-ideal [2, pp. 239-240]. Hence we may further assume that D is quasi-local and P is maximal in D. Now under the assumptions that D is quasi-local with maximal ideal P and that IF has absolute center P on D, we prove Theorem 4.3. We denote by {Ce} the set of P-primary ideals which are w-ideals. As previously observed, (~)eCe=P' = (~)a Qa-We wish to show {Cß} = {Qa}-that is, we wish to prove that if Q is P-primary, then QWn 7)£ß. Since ô$Ha Q> the linear ordering of the set {Qa} implies Ce<=Q for some ß. We choose x=q$e QW n D where q e Q, Ç e W. We show xeQ. The ideals CB + (x) and CB + (q) are 7-primary. Hence either CB + (x)^CB + (q)^ Q and xe Q, or CB + (q)£CB + (x). If qe CB we have xe CBWn D = CB^Q. And if q$CB, then q = r + sx = r + sqi; for some reC», s e D. Thus #(l-s£) = r g Q. Because q i Cs and CB is a w-ideal, it follows that w(l -s£)>0. Therefore we must have w(sÇ) = w(s)+w(¿¡) = w(l)=0. But w(s) and w(£) are nonnegative; consequently w(s) = w($) = 0. Therefore s is a unit of IF, and hence is a unit of D. Thus x= s-\q-r)eCB + (q)çQ. Q.E.D.
We can prove the following result, which is related to Theorem 4.3. All the ideas of the proof are included in previous results, so we shall not supply a proof.
If P-primary ideals of the domain D are valuation ideals and ifPx is a prime ideal of D contained in each P-primary ideal Qtt, then given any valuation ring V centered on Px, V contains a valuation ring Vx containing D such that each P-primary ideal is the contraction of an ideal of Vx.
If 7 is a branched prime ideal of a domain D such that 7-primary ideals are valuation ideals, the proof of Theorem 4.3 establishes the existence of a valuation ring F between D and its quotient field such that V has center P on D and such that each 7-primary ideal is the contraction of an ideal of V. In case P is maximal in D and the intersection of the set of 7-primary ideals is zero, we obtain the uniqueness of V in Theorem 4.4.
4.4.
Theorem. Suppose P is a maximal ideal of the domain D such that P-primary ideals are valuation ideals and such that the intersection of all P-primary ideals is (0). IJ'{Qa} is the set of P-primary ideals, there is a unique valuation ring V between D and its quotient field K such that QBV n D=QB for some QB^P. Moreover, this valuation ring has rank one.
Proof. Consider some Qyi^P. As noted previously, there is a valuation ring IF with absolute center P on D such that QyWn D=Qy. (QyW)ll2 = (PW)V2 = M is necessarily the maximal ideal of IF and M is branched. If M' is the intersection of the set of M-primary ideals, then M' n D is the intersection of all 7-primary ideals-that is, M' n 7> = (0). Because IF is an overring of D, this implies M' = (0) -that is, IF has rank one. Now suppose Vx is any valuation ring between D and Tv such that QBVX n V= QB for some QBi^P. By Theorem 4.3, QaVx n V= Qa for each a. For x e D we define Cx = xVx n D. If x e P-{0}, there exists Qa such that x i Qa= QaVx n D. Therefore x$ QaVx, QaVx^xVx, and Qa^Cx. This shows that Cx is 7-primary and consequently BX<=:CX where, as in §2, By is defined for y in D as (~)a (Qa +()>))• However xVx^Bx Vx implies CX^BXVX n D=BX. Therefore Bx = Cxfor any xe D.
We Proof. We suppose P^P2. Then for «> 1, P" is a valuation ideal which is not prime. By Corollary 1.4 of [1] , Pn is not idempotent. In particular, pnz^pn + 1. We conclude that the powers of P properly descend. By Proposition 2.6 {Pn}ñ=x is the set of P-primary ideals of D. Thus if p eP-P2 and if a/b is a nonzero nonunit of V-that is, if Ba=Pr^Bb = Ps, BaçP$+x = BbBp = Bbp so that a/bp e V. Therefore a/b epV, pV is the maximal ideal of V, and hence V is discrete.
Conversely, if V is discrete with maximal ideal M, then f~)™=i (Mn n T)) = (0) so that Mn n D<^P for some «. But Pn^Mn n D, and therefore Pn=p. in particular, P=>P2.
Example 5.8 will show that even in the case when D is quasi-local with maximal ideal M, primary ideals of D are valuation ideals, M^M2, and H™=i Mn = (0), D need not be a valuation ring. 5. S-domains. We conclude by considering some questions raised in [1] , where it was shown that in a weak S-domain, and hence in an S-domain, primary ideals are valuation ideals. The questions of whether a domain in which primary ideals are valuation ideals need be an S-domain or a weak S-domain were left open in [1] . We show in Example 5.8 that ^(D)^'f(D)
does not imply D is a weak ^-domain. Example 5.9 shows that a weak S-domain need not be an 5-domain. And Example 5.2 shows that no natural generalization of Theorem 4.4 is valid. Section 5 ends with some questions concerning domains in which primary ideals are valuation ideals which we are unable to answer. To prove (a) we let ß be a 7-primary ideal of Dx, (0)^P<=Dx. Since primary ideals of D are valuation ideals, (c) and (b) show that if 7=>M, ß is a valuation ideal. If Pc M we choose a e M-P. If s e K, then sa e M so that s = sa/a e (DX)P. Hence K+M= W, a valuation ring, is contained in ( A)i»-Thus (DX)P is a valuation ring so that ß is a valuation ideal. Finally, we consider the case P=M. In this case QM is an ideal of IF with radical M. Because M is unbranched, M= QM<=, Q. Hence ß is a valuation ideal and our proof is complete. 5.2. Example. In the notation of Proposition 5.1 we let K=FQ(X, Y) where X and Y are indeterminates over the field F0 and we let D = (F0[X])iX). On the field K({Xn}n=i), {Xn} a set of indeterminates over K, there is a valuation ring IF with unbranched maximal ideal M such that W=K+M [2, p. 248]. We then define DX = D + M. D is a rank one discrete valuation ring which has infinitely many extensions to the field K. If N= XD is the maximal ideal of D, 5.1 (b) shows Dx is quasi-local with maximal N+M. N+M is branched and 5.1 (c) shows that there are infinitely many valuation rings Va between Dx and its quotient field such that each (A+ M)-primary ideal of Dx is the contraction of an ideal of Va for each a. This example shows that in Theorem 4.4 the assumption that Ç)« Qa = (0) is essential.
Before presenting the examples related to ^-domains we require several preliminary results.
Lemma. For iSiSn
let V¡ be a valuation ring with maximal ideal M¡ such that V¡ has quotient field K. IfV^VJorij^j, then for any i, ISiSn, Ç\i*i M,d: Vt.
Proof. We let v¡ be a valuation associated with the valuation ring Vu ISiSn. If P is a nonmaximal prime of D, P is the center of some valuation ring V between D and K. Since V^MX n ■ • • n Mn = M, F^ F¡ for some i or F£ F¡ for some i. The maximal ideal of Vt contracts to M on D and is therefore not contained in the maximal ideal of V. Therefore F¡c V so that F=(Ft)i>a for some prime Pa of F¡. Further, Pa is the maximal ideal of V and Pa n D=P<=M¡ n T> = M. It follows that Pa^Mi. By Corollary 5.5, (F¡)Pa = MÍVnM. But clearly MPaOM£ TV"nD = 7)p. The reverse containment is clear. Q.E.D. 5.7. Proposition. Let Vx and V2 be distinct valuation rings with a common quotient field K such that V2 = F+ M2 for some field F contained in Vx and V2, where M is the maximal ideal of F¡. If Mx is unbranched, then primary ideals of the domain D = F+(MX n M2) are valuation ideals.
Proof. By Corollary 5.6, D is quasi-local with maximal ideal M=MX n M2. Further if P is a nonmaximal prime of D, DP is a valuation ring. Hence if Q is a primary ideal of D such that \/Q=£M, Q is a valuation ideal.
Therefore we show that if Q is M-primary, Q is a valuation ideal. Let f¡ be a valuation associated with the valuation ring Vt. We show that Q is a u2-ideal. To do this we need to show that if x e D and if v2(x)^v2(q) for some q e Q, then x e Q [7, p. 340]. We first consider the case v2(x) > v2(q). Then if vx(x)>vx(q), x/qeM and xeqMçQ.
If vx(x) f£ vx(q), we first observe that i>i(x)>0. This is true since xe D implies x=y + m for some y e F, me Mxn M2. Because v2(x) ä v2(q) > 0 it follows that y=0. Hence x e Mx n M2 and t'i(x)>0. Because Mx is unbranched, (xV1)m = Px<=Mx. By Corollary 5.5, (Vx)Pl = MM.iPinM). In particular, Pxn M =Pxn M2<=M. We choose seM-Px. It follows that vx(sk)<vx(x) for each positive integer k. Because ß has radical M, sn e Q for some positive integer «. The elements q + sn and q + sn + 1 are in ß and one of these has y2-value S v2(q). If r2(sn)^u2(9), q + sn has this property. And if v2(sn) = v2(q), v2(sn + 1)^v2(q) so <7+sn+1 has the desired property. Thus there is an integer k such that u=q+sk e Q and v2(u)Sv2(q). It follows that vx(u) = vx(sk)<vx(x) and i;2(w)Sv2(q)<v2(x). As previously shown, this implies that x e uM& Q.
On the other hand, if v2(x) = v2(q), then v2(x/q) = 0 and x/q = r + m for some nonzero r in F, meM2. Then x -rq=qm. Since meM2, v2(qm)>v2(q). But x-n7 g Mx since x, <¡r g M^ Thus qm e D, v2(qm)>v2(q). We have already established that qm then belongs to Q. As q e Q and r e 7£T), it follows that x = rq +qm g ß. This completes the proof.
We remark that Proposition 5.7 will generalize to the case of n valuation rings Vx, V2,..., Vn each containing a fixed field 7 such that at least « -1 of the M¡'s are unbranched, and such that there are no containment relations among the F¡'s. 5.8. Example. We denote by A the field of algebraic numbers and by A((X)) the quotient field of the domain of formal power series in one indeterminate A'over A. The field A((X)) is uncountable while A is countable so that A((X)) has infinite transcendence degree over A. We denote by B a transcendence basis of A((X)) over A such that l/X e B. Using the same construction that is outlined in [2, p. 248] we obtain a valuation ring V with maximal ideal M such that A(B) is the quotient field of V, B=M, and V=A + M. F has an extension to a valuation ring Vx with quotient field A((X)). If Mx is the maximal ideal of Vx, A~ V/M is isomorphic to a subfield of Vx/Mx. Because A((X)) is algebraic over A(B), Vx/Mx is algebraic over A. Since A is algebraically closed we must have A = Vx/Mx. However, Aç.Vx and A n M=(0). Consequently, VX = A + MX. Finally, A((X)) algebraic over A(B) implies that the ordinal type of the set of prime ideals of F is the same as the ordinal type of the set of prime ideals of Vx. Hence the maximal ideal of Vx is also unbranched. Finally, for F2 we take the rank one discrete valuation ring V2 = A[[X]] = A + M2 where M2 = XV2 is the maximal ideal of F2.
By Proposition 5.7, primary ideals of the domain D = A+(MX n M2) are valuation ideals. Also, D is quasi-local with maximal ideal M=MX n M2 and M^M2. By Proposition 2.6, {AT"}™=1 is the set of M-primary ideals. Since M^M2, n™=i Mn = (0) in this case. Hence D is not a weak 5-domain. There is, in fact, an uncountable chain of prime ideals properly between M and (0). 5.9. Example. Let {Xi}™=x be a countable collection of indeterminates over a field K and for each i we set Fi= 1/A¡. We define valuations vx and v2 on Tv are valuation ideals. The ideal M2 is branched. If P2 is the intersection of the set of M2-primary ideals, then Mx n P2 is the intersection of all (Mx n A/2)-primary ideals of D and there are no prime ideals of D properly between Mx n M2 and Mx o P2. Yet there is a countable chain of prime ideals of D distinct from Mx n M2 which are not contained in Mx n P2. It follows that D is a weak «S-domain but not a strong S-domain.
We conclude by listing some questions concerning primary ideals and valuation ideals which we are unable to answer. Where they are meaningful we give the local form of the question. We have not been able to settle these questions in the local or global case. P denotes a branched prime ideal of a domain 7>.
1. Suppose each P-primary ideal is a valuation ideal, that Q^P is P-primary, and that Px is a prime ideal contained in Q. 
